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Abstract

tremendous attention from hundreds of thousands
of news media outlets — traditional and emerging
When journalists cover a news story, they
around the world. The reporting angles on a sincan cover the story from multiple angles or
gle issue are often varied across different media
perspectives. These perspectives are called
outlets. In covering COVID-19, for example, some
“frames”, and usage of one frame or anmedia outlets focus on government response and
other may influence public perception and
opinion of the issue at hand. We develop
actions while others emphasize the economic cona web-based system for analyzing frames
sequences. Social science scholars call this process
in multilingual text documents. We propose
media framing. To define, or to frame, is “to seand guide users through a five-step end-tolect some aspects of a perceived reality and make
end computational framing analysis framethem more salient in a communicating text” (Entwork grounded in media framing theory in
man, 1993). When used in news articles, frames
communication research. Users can use the
can strongly impact public perception of the topics
framework to analyze multilingual text data,
starting from the exploration of frames in
reported and lead to different assessments by readuser’s corpora and through review of preers (Hamborg, 2020), or even reinforce stereotypes
vious framing literature (step 1-3) to frame
and project explicit and implicit social and racial
classification (step 4) and prediction (step
biases (Drakulich, 2015; Sap et al., 2019).
5). The framework combines unsupervised
Frame discovery in media text has been traditionand supervised machine learning and leverally accomplished using methods such as quantitaages a state-of-the-art (SoTA) multilingual language model, which can significantly enhance
tive content analysis (Krippendorff, 2018), which
frame prediction performance while requiring
is a manual method widely used by social sciena considerably small sample of manual annotists. However, in the emerging media environment,
tations. Through the interactive website, anythe sheer volume and velocity with which content
one can perform the proposed computational
is generated makes manual labeling increasingly
framing analysis, making advanced computaintractable. To overcome this “Big Data” challenge,
tional analysis available to researchers withour cross-disciplinary team, which consists of comout a programming background and bridgputer science and communication researchers have
ing the digital divide within the communication research discipline in particular and the
employed methods based on SoTA machine learnacademic community in general. The system
ing (ML) techniques to detect frames automatically
is available online at http://www.openframing.
and robustly (Akyürek et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2019).
org1 , via an API http://www.openframing.org:
However, these SoTA ML models are not readily
5000/docs/, or through our GitHub page https:
accessible to social sciences scholars who typically
//github.com/vibss2397/openFraming.
do not have machine learning and programming
1 Introduction
training. The current ecosystem around “Big Data”
creates new digital divides between the Big Data
We live in a world saturated with media. Any major
public issue, such as the ongoing COVID-19 pan- rich and the Big Data poor (Boyd and Crawford,
2012). Among other barriers, the limited access
demic and the Black Lives Matter protests, attracts
to computational resources and skillsets prevents
∗
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many communication scholars from taking advan†
While at Summer research in Boston University
‡
tage of a large number of unprecedented ML modCorresponding author
1
Best viewed with Google Chrome browser
els of the day and hampers their ability to glean
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Figure 1: Our proposed five-step computational framing analysis framework that is grounded in media framing theory in
communication research. Users can use our framework to analyze frames in text, starting from the inductive exploration of
frames in user’s corpora via topic modeling (step 1) and deductively through review of previous framing literature (step 2),
to labeling frames for training data with content analysis (step 3), to training the frame classification model (step 4) and to
prediction on unlabeled data (step 5).

valuable insights from unprecedentedly large media
a click-and-play approach. Third, all algorithms
datasets since framing, especially at scale, defines
used are open to users and the benefits and limitahow news media coverage shapes mass opinion.
tions of the algorithms are explained at each step.
Fourth, given the increasing importance of underOur goal is to make computational framing
standing information flow at a global scale, our
analysis accessible to researchers from a diverse
tool can be used to analyze media content in 23
array of disciplines. We present OpenFraming
languages based on a SoTA multilingual language
(www.openframing.org), a free and user-friendly
Web-based system that allows researchers to con- model (Devlin et al., 2018). Lastly, with the supduct computational framing analysis without hav- port of a research grant, we make our tool entirely
ing to write and debug complex code. There does, free to the academic community.
of course, exist click-and-play commercial softWe will start with a review of the theoretical
ware, but these tools are often costly and pose is- and methodological backgrounds based on which
sues for researchers due to a lack of transparency
our system is developed. We will then detail the
into their inner computational mechanisms. This
five-step framing analysis facilitated by the system.
black box problem is present in various applica- The importance of bridging the digital divide in
tions of data science techniques in communication
the field of computational communication research
research (Guo, 2018), thus hindering the open sci- will also be discussed.
ence movement in the field (van Atteveldt and Peng,
2018). In contrast, our system is based on SoTA
2 Related Work
framing research and our code is publicly available
under MIT license.
To frame is “to select some aspects of a perceived
Specifically, we propose a five-step analytical
reality and make them more salient in a commuframework (Figure 1) allowing users to identify
nicating text” (Entman, 1993). Like any type of
frames in large-scale media text by leveraging
communication, news involves framing. The ideolSoTA computational frame analysis research tech- ogy of a society, ownership of a news organization,
niques. Our work is advantageous in at least five
media routine, as well as individual media worker’s
aspects. First, the framework is grounded in me- preferences all play some role, consciously or not,
dia framing theory, one of the most established
in shaping the news content (Shoemaker and Reese,
theories in communication research (D’Angelo, 1995). Reese et al. (2001a) defines media frames
2018; Reese et al., 2001b). Second, we provide
as “organizing principles that are socially shared
a web-based, user-friendly graphic interface where
and persistent over time, that work symbolically to
researchers with little or no computational back- meaningfully structure the social world”. In other
ground can perform advanced data analysis through
words, one can frame an issue in multiple ways,
243

but a frame must be shared by the target audience
on some level for it to be communicable and effective. Accordingly, news frame analysis should
focus on frames that are “persistent over time”.
These include generic frames that appear across
issues, time, and space, such as human interest,
conflict, attribution of responsibility, and economic
consequences (Neuman et al., 1992; Nisbet, 2010;
Semetko and Valkenburg, 2000). For any particular
issue, journalists also apply issue-specific frames
e.g., reporters often use peace- and war-oriented
frames to help their audience understand the complexity of wars (Neumann and Fahmy, 2012).
Empirically, communication researchers have
developed a variety of approaches to analyze
frames. There are in general three computational
approaches: 1) lexical-based, 2) unsupervised ML,
and 3) supervised ML.
The lexical-based approach relies on predefined
lists of words, known as lexicons or dictionaries,
with each word associated with a certain frame
(Field et al., 2018). For example, (Lind et al., 2019)
develops keywords to search for frames in the news
coverage of immigration. We, however, contend
that the lexical-based approach is not ideal for news
frame analysis. Unlike the topic-like frames in Lind
et al. (2019), many enduring media frames (e.g.,
conflict, human interest) are abstract and involve
complex meanings, which cannot be easily captured by a list of words and terms.
The other two approaches are based on ML models that learn from data. While unsupervised ML
models discover patterns of frames from unlabeled
data, supervised ML is done by training a model
on a sample of documents that are labeled with the
“correct” frame. In communication research, the
“correct frame” often refers to labels provided by
human coders through quantitative content analysis
(Krippendorff, 2004).

media framing by analyzing mainly themes or topics. This approach is problematic because, again,
news frame analysis should identify patterns that
endure over time, which is different from thematic
or topical analyses that describe themes or topics as
instances reported in certain stories (Reese, 2007).
Given this, the LDA approach is most useful for
exploratory analysis. Although the LDA-generated
topics are not necessarily equivalent to frames, the
information can be used to obtain initial ideas about
the data and infer potential frames for the next step
of supervised frame analysis (Guo et al., 2016).
Supervised ML also has become increasingly
common in communication research (Colleoni
et al., 2014; De Grove et al., 2020). Our recent
studies use BERT language model (Devlin et al.,
2018) and fine-tune it for the task of identifying
frames in the news coverage about US gun violence
which demonstrate a high level of accuracy for multilingual frame detection (Liu et al., 2019; Akyürek
et al., 2020) with a relatively small amount of data:
1.3k English frame-labeled news headlines.
Based on the review of the literature, we propose
a five-step end-to-end multilingual framing analysis framework that combines unsupervised and supervised ML. Unsupervised ML can help develop
a holistic picture of large-scale text corpora, but is
not sufficient for a news frame analysis. Adding a
supervised approach to the research framework is
essential because the goal is to identify enduring
frames—generic and issue-specific frames to contribute to the media framing literature. Furthermore,
since developing multilingual ground truth labels
through manual content analysis is labor-intensive
and time-consuming, to address this challenge in
part, our proposed framework incorporates a SoTA
multilingual language model such as BERT that
allows transfer learning from pretrained models to
the task at hand. As a result, it would require relatively fewer labeled documents to fine-tune, while
still achieving robust prediction performance.

Several existing news frame studies used an unsupervised ML approach. The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic modeling (Blei et al., 2003) 3 System Description: Five-step
is a popular example (see Maier et al. (2018) for a
Multilingual Framing Analysis
systematic review). In analyzing news content, the
text is observed as a set of latent “topics” and these
Our analytical framework, available publicly via
topics are distributed over words in a probabilistic
www.openframing.org, involves five steps that reorder. The output of the LDA topic modeling is a
searchers can take to conduct a end-to-end com“topic matrix” with a list of keywords represent- putational framing analysis of multilingual text
ing each topic. Researchers will have to review the
corpora (Figure 1). To help demonstrate the retop keywords and decide on a label to represent
search procedure, we will accompany the descripthe meaning of each topic. Some studies approach
tion of our system by a case study that exam244

ines frames in the U.S. news coverage of the U.S.
gun violence issue–also provided as a demo at
http://www.openframing.org/demos.html.
Before using the system, researchers should first
collect data related to the issue under consideration.
As for the case study, we collect news headlines
using the keyword combination (gun OR firearm
OR nra OR “2nd amendment” OR “second amendment” OR AR15 OR “assault weapon” OR rifle OR
“brady act” OR “brady bill” OR shooting) and collected a total of 42,917 U.S. English news articles
from 2018 using Brandwatch Consumer Research2 .
Step 1: Explore Topics with Topic Modeling
To analyze how the news media frame an issue,
we first suggest users come up with a list of specific “frames” that guide the discussion of the issue.
This process of searching for frames should be
both inductively—based on an observation of the
data—and deductively—based on the review of the
previous framing literature. Both steps are essential
because the analysis of frames should not just aim
for a full capture of the data (inductive), but also to
build and further advance the prior knowledge of
the media framing theory (deductive).
Step 1 (Figure 2) focuses on the inductive part
of the research. The goal of this first step is to
preliminarily examine the LDA “topic” information
of the data, which helps researchers decide the final
frames to be analyzed in Step 2.
While there is some flexibility regarding the format of the input dataset (the system currently supports .xls, .xlsx, .csv, or .tsv), the file must contain
a column labeled "example", which contains one
document per row. Throughout this paper, we call
the unit of analysis a "document", which can be
a news headline, a news article, or a tweet. Our
system also provides users with a list of data cleaning options (some of them are shown in Figure
2). In particular, we provide the option of running
the analysis in multiple languages. The Natural
Language Toolkit (NLTK) provides a library of
stopwords available in 23 languages, which we use
to remove stopwords in text in the language specified by the user. The LDA topic modeling, which
is language invariant, is then applied to generate
topics from the text when user hits the "submit"
button. We use the Mallet LDA implementation
(McCallum, 2002). The system then sends the user
an e-mail with a link to download the results of the
2

https://www.brandwatch.com/

Figure 2: Step 1 of the 5-step framing analysis that allows users
to explore topics in their corpora with LDA topic modeling.

analysis–the topics discovered and the keywords
per topic.
Although the LDA topic modeling is a computational method, its implementation involves a series
of human reasoning. For instance, as mentioned
above, researchers should decide the data cleaning
procedures, the number of LDA topics, and the
number of keywords associated with each topic.
Our tool not only allows users to specify their preferred settings but also provides guidance and recommendations for each decision through the information ð buttons on Figure 2. Following previous
research, we recommend users try different numbers of topics before making the final decision.
In conducting the gun violence study, we first
used the LDA to explore prominent topics in our
dataset about the U.S. gun violence issue. For
demonstration purposes, we tried 5, 10, and 15
topics. Based on the five-topic LDA output (Figure
3), we can manually assign labels to these topics: 1)
mass shootings, 2) police officers, 3) school shootings and demonstrations, 4) gun rights and gun
control, and 5) the second amendment. It is recommended that at least two researchers independently
review the topics and then decide the labels collec245

Figure 3: The LDA topic modeling output for our gun violence
news headlines based on five topics.

tively. When we increase the number of topics from
five to 10, more information emerges such as mental health. However, when we further increase the
number of topics to 15, redundancy occurs—for example, many topics are related to gun control—and
certain topics contain words that are not semantically meaningful. This indicates that we may have
reached the saturation point, thus further increasing the number of topics would be less likely to
generate any new topical information.
After users try a series of numbers and explore the corresponding topic-keyword matrices
in datasets of different languages, they will be able
to develop a preliminary idea of the multilingual
data. This concludes Step 1 of the framing analysis.

quantitative content analysis (QCA) (Krippendorff,
2004) to manually label frames. This annotated
sample will be used as the ground truth to train an
ML model in Step 4. In our case study, we selected
a random sample of 1.3k English headlines, and
recruited two human coders to annotate the frames
of the headlines. Following the QCA procedure,
we created a codebook to explain each frame and
held multiple training sessions for the coders to
understand how to identify the dominant frames of
the headlines. To test intercoder reliability, the two
coders for each language were instructed to code a
sample of news headlines independently and their
results were compared. They ultimately reached a
robust level of intercoder reliability (0.90 α).
Step 4: Build a Frame Classification Model
with Deep Learning The goal of Step 4 is to
use the documents the users have labeled from
Step 3 to build supervised ML models that can
then predict frames in unlabeled documents. Our
analytical framework incorporates SoTA language
model BERT, which stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (Devlin
et al., 2018). In order to analyze text in multiple
languages, we use a recent multilingual extension
of BERT: XLM-Roberta (Conneau et al., 2019).
BERT is one of the most successful deep learning language models in natural language processing (NLP). Trained on a large text corpus (i.e.,
Wikipedia pages and books), the model produces
embeddings (i.e., vectors of numbers) to represent
the meaning of sentences, taking into consideration
the relationships between words and their context.
On top of that, XLM-Roberta is further trained on a
large corpus of multilingual data, that is, 2.5TB of
filtered web data in 100 languages. The vector representations of text in any of the 100 languages the
model is pretrained on can then be used to generate
insight into any text in the given language. Further
discussion of our system’s multilingual capability
and other recommendations for best practices can
be found in the comprehensive FAQ section of our
website.3
Building a deep learning model from scratch is
hard because it requires extensive training data. A
common approach is to “transfer” insight from a
pretrained deep learning model and use it to perform similar tasks on another dataset. This is called
transfer learning. With the capability of transferring knowledge from a pretrained model to the

Step 2-3: Decide and Label Frames In Step 2,
researchers are recommended to consult the LDA
topic modeling results from Step 1 (inductive) and
previous literature about media framing of the issue
under investigation (deductive), and then decide a
list of frames to be analyzed.
For our case study, based on the LDA modeling
results of the news coverage of U.S. gun violence
and the literature review of the media framing of
this topic, we decided in Step 2 the following list
of frames: 1) Gun/2nd amendment rights; 2) Gun
control/regulation; 3) Politics; 4) Mental health; 5)
School or public space safety; 6) Race/ethnicity;
7) Public opinion; 8) Society/culture; and 9) Economic consequences. On this list, some frames are
issue-specific frames that are unique to the media
coverage of gun violence such as “gun/2nd Amendment rights” and “mental health,” other frames are
generic frames such as “economic consequences”
that apply to all kinds of issues. It is also important to note that although the LDA topic modeling results do not have explicit reference to “society/culture,” we still include it because it is a media
frame discussed in the previous literature about gun
violence media coverage (Birkland and Lawrence,
2009; Schnell, 2001).
In Step 3, once the list of frames is decided, the
user should draw a sample of the data and apply
246

3

http://www.openframing.org/faq.html

current task, one can build a model with a high
level of accuracy even using a small sample of
ground truth labels. In short, our system first obtains some knowledge from XLM-Roberta about
how to create meaningful vector representations of
text in multiple languages, and fine-tunes these representations using the provided human annotations
for frame classification4 . Our system implements 5fold cross-validation and provides three evaluation
scores—precision, recall, and F-score—to assess
the performance of the trained model. These are
sent via an email to the user once training is done,
together with the ID of the model trained on the
user’s entire labeled data that the user can use for
frame prediction in Step 5. As for our gun violence
case study, we use the above-discussed approach.
Based on 5-fold cross-validation, the model to predict frames in the English news headlines reached
0.83 accuracy.

Figure 4: Screenshot of part of the web page for the gun violence study demo, showing 2018 headline frame predictions.

certain society.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

As we have argued, applying SoTA computational
methods to framing analysis can make a significant methodological contribution to the field. However, the implementation involves at least two challenges: the lack of computational resources and
skills. Deep learning models such as XLM-Roberta,
are extremely large ML models with millions of
parameters to train. Even fine-tuning them requires
computers with GPU compute capability, which is
expensive and not widely available. Some cloud
services such as Google Colab provide free but limited access to GPUs. The intensive computational
requirements for running large ML models and
the unequal access to these computing resources
among researchers contribute to the digital and
compute divide (Strubell et al., 2019).
For communication researchers, the divide is
exacerbated due to the shortage of computational
research skills. Implementing and fine-tuning topic
modeling or deep learning models such as the ones
introduced here requires the understanding and a
considerable degree of comfortability with using
a deep learning programming framework such as
Pytorch, machine learning libraries such as scikitlearn for the training and evaluation setup and analysis, NLP libraries such as NLTK to clean and preprocess the text, as well as Python programming
that is required for using these frameworks and libraries. Users with little experience in computer
science or programming would find it challenging
to run the computational analysis on their own.
4
We use one set of training parameters recommended for
With the support of a cross-disciplinary team,
BERT: a learning rate of 5e-5, 3 epochs of fine-tuning, and a
batch size of 8
our system aims to make the computational fram247

Step 5: Predict Frames with Deep Learning
Once the user is satisfied with the average model
performance from Step 4, they can upload an unlabeled dataset and the user’s trained model can be
used to predict the frames in the dataset. Our system also provides four English pretrained models
on topics of gun violence trained on the gun violence frame corpus (Liu et al., 2019; Akyürek et al.,
2020; Guo et al., 2021), and immigration, tobacco,
and same-sex marriage trained on the media frame
corpus (Card et al., 2015; Field et al., 2018).
We use the gun violence model trained from Step
4–which obtains a 5-fold cross-validation accuracy
of 0.83–to predict the frames of the remaining English news headlines about the U.S. gun violence
issue from different years. Figure 4 visualize the
results, which can also be accessed at the demo
part of our website http://www.openframing.org/
demos.html. It is clear that the volume of coverage
increased after each mass shooting case (Figure
4) and overall, the issue was largely politicized in
the media discourse. The demo also allows comparison of conservative and liberal-leaning news
coverage in the U.S., where the former emphasized
the mental health frame more than so the latter.
With results of news frames like the ones demonstrated here, users can run additional statistics to
compare news framing strategies across different
societies, or different types of news media within a

ing analysis accessible to researchers with no or
little prior experience in computer science and programming. Through a click-and-play web-based
system, the users can follow the guidance on the
website and run the advanced computational analysis step by step. Users with different levels of expertise would know where to start and how to interact
with the system. Also unlike many of the similar
applications in the market, our system prioritizes
transparency in its data processing and algorithms.
The tool is entirely open-sourced and users will
have access to the raw code on our Github page.

5

Future Directions

In the future, we are extending our system to support multilingual framing analysis on noisy or informal text, such as those present in social media
posts, using recent methods such as Wibowo et al.
(2021) to convert informal to formal text prior to
doing framing analysis. Other interesting future directions include extending our system to support
computational multimodal (i.e., text and image)
framing analysis. As journalists have been using
both text and images to frame news stories (Messaris and Abraham, 2001; Coleman and Wu, 2015;
Dan, 2017; Powell et al., 2015), text and images
have worked together to create a holistic perception of news and hence must be considered together
when analyzing news frames (Wessler et al., 2016).
Although such use of multimodal inputs has been
explored in many NLP tasks such as multimodal
machine translation (Specia et al., 2016; Hewitt
et al., 2018; Khani et al., 2021) and vision-language
tasks such as multilingual image retrieval or captioning (Kim et al., 2020; Burns et al., 2020; Rasooli et al., 2021), there is not yet a computational
tool that can support multimodal framing. Furthermore, in addition to communication scholars benefiting from such tool that can analyze, on large
scale, images and headlines in tandem for frames,
newsroom editors would also benefit from tools
that can identify images that help depict the main
thrust of the story’s focus (Caple, 2010). Such tools
do not yet exist, and a system that can support multimodal framing will be able to address this need.
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